continuous control data. The green node indicates the step taken to manage the multiple testing burden where FDR indicates management of the false discovery rate.
The data were analysed with a mixed model linear regression for each variable of interest (Y) considering sex (S) and body weight (W) as fixed factors and batch (B) as a random effect. P1 indicates the first pipeline which assessed the role of sex after accounting for body weight differences. P2 represents the second pipeline which assessed the role of sex as an absolute phenotypic difference.
Supplementary Figure 1c:
Sex as a modifier of the genotype effect: categorical data.
This figure describes the statistical pipeline developed to assess the role of sex in modifying the genotype effect. Green nodes indicate the steps taken to manage the multiple testing burden where FDR indicates management of the false discovery rate.
The data were analysed using a two stage process. Stage 1 used a potential filter (Mantel-Haenszel alpha star) to remove datasets that could not attain statistical significance at p<0.05. The remaining datasets were then assessed with a MantelHaenszel mid p test. For stage 2, only datasets that were significant at stage 1 were assessed. Stage 2 also included a potential filter (LR_KO alpha star <0.05) to ensure the dataset had potential to achieve significance prior to testing using a bias reduction logistic regression to compare the abnormality rates between the knockout males and females. The output of the statistical analysis can be used to classify the genotype effect. The classification used the multiple testing adjusted p value from stage 1 testing role of genotype and stage 2 testing for an interaction and the model estimates of the role of genotype by sex using a model threshold of 0.05 to assess significance. For example, if stage 1 was significant but not stage 2, then the classification assigned would be "both sexes equally". Occasionally the procedure implemented will find that there was statistical evidence of sexual dimorphism but when attempting to identify how this occurred and quantifying the effect for each sex, there is insufficient power. In this scenario, the classification returned states that it "cannot classify the effect". 
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